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1 •. Introduction 

It is well known that the spin-spin component of residual nuc

lear interaction ·leads to the polarization phenomena in odd-mass 

nuclei. This interaction strongly affects. the magnitudes of magnetic 

moments, decoupling parameters, etc./1,2/. It is possible to unde~star:d 
the polarization effects by assuming a coupling of the odd particle 

to the 1 + excitations of the even core, these ~;x:citations ·being gene..: 

rated by the spin-spin force. In ref/3 / we have investigated some 

properties of the 1 + excitations in even deformed nuclei in the 'fra:.. 

mework of the Tamm-Dankoff approximation (TDA) .• The mpdel Ha

miltonian investigated, the dispersion equation for the energy and 

expres~ions .for the wave functions of 1 -r states were given in detail 

also in ref./3/. 

In the present communication we treat in more detail .the dipo

le sum rule and M1 gamma-ray strength function and we also dis

cuss the ,position of the giant M1_ resonance in the region of high 

energiesx[ 

x/ Similar investigation , of· the stren<?,th function for M1 traf'¥?~tions 
in the region of energy 2-'9 MeV have recently been mactef4f• 
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2. Cf1aracteristics of 1. States 

To des crib~ the 1 + states 'in even-even nuclei'· we make use 

of the Hamiltonian of the type/3/ . 

H = H sp + H pair + H a ' ·. (1) 

where H ep describes the single-particle motion, .Hpalr is the 

pairing interaction and Ha- is the spin-spin interaction which is 

Specified' by the follOWing ~trength parameters: inn = K pp = K and 

Knp = q K • The wave functions are built as linear combinations of 

two quasi-particle states, whose amplitudes are found by variational 

method. The energies w 1 of 1+ states are the solutions of the 

dispersion equation . of TDA. 
In order to characterize the 1 + states we make use of the 

following quantities: 

(i). The reduced probability of M1 excitation from .the ground 

state B( M 1, 0-+ 1) (for the expression cf. ref./31). 
(ii) The dipole sum rule 

<'11
0 

\[D, [HD ]]\'11 0 > =~ ~ w
1

B1(Ml), 
Jl Jl 31" 

. (2) 

v.rhere I 'P 
0
> is the wave function of the ground state and D ll is the 

magnetic dipole operator; We consider the r,h,s. of (2) as a fynction 

X n of the number of states involved in the summation, This part of 

the sum rule depends on the strength of the spin-spin interaction. 

(iii) The strength functions S ll (p. = 0,1) for M1 transitions, 
\ 

defined as 

Sp.(Ey)L'!.E= ~\<l+K=p.\:lR(Ml,p.)\'11 0 >\ 2 , 
(61':) 

(3) 

where :lR (M l , p. ) is the operator for M1 transition, and the summa

tion runs over a ce rtain energy interval !':l. E 
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The strength functions are related to the ave 

width of M1 transition k Ml by the following expre 

-3 
S ( E ) = r D -IE - 3 k Ml = 2.76 xlO 

. y . y y 

~ 

where ry is the average partial width for M1 tr.: 

D is the average spacing between the levels of I 

and parity '(in Mev) ~nd E y is the gamma-ray enE 
. . 

The strength function S( Ey) is the statistical sum o: 

and 1 

S(E )=S (E )+..!.[s (E )-S (E )]. 
y I y 3 0 y I y 

Having in mind these characteristics we have ir 

properties of the· 1+ states in the following three en 

(i) Spectroscopic · 1 + states in the region of ener 

(ii) 1 + states in the regi~n of the neutron bir 

(region of the resonance capture of slow neutrons) • 

(iii) 1.,. states in the region of the giant magne· 

sonance ( . w > 9 MeV:). 

3. Discussion of the Results 

The Nilsson scheme/6
/ of single-parti~le levels, 

getting the best description of the spectra of the sing 

collective excitations in rare-earth nuclei was used, 
' and fourty proton levels we're taken into account.' P 

particle levels involved lie below the neutron binding 

From calcul~tions of magnetic .moments the stren: 

K and q ~re determined ·to lie within. the range 0.( 

and 0 ~ q '2:. - l/4 ~ 
Due to· the repulsive· character of the spin-sJ= 

the collective mode of excitation associated with this 

expected to appear in a high-energy region; conseque 
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, nuclei we make use 
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linear combinations of 

e found by variational 
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we make use _of the 

:ttion from ,the ground 

0. 

:, (2) 

1d state and D p. is the 

s~ of { 2) as; a f~nction 

umrT!ation, This . part of 

·spin-spin interaction., 

for M1 transitions, 

(3) 

sition, and the summa-

The strength functions are related to the average reduced 

width of M1 transition k M 1 by the following expression/51 

k Ml = 2.76 (4) 

' 
where r y is the average partial width for M1 transition in eV, 

D is the average spacing between the levels of the same spin 

and parity ·(in Mev) ~nd E y is the gamma-ray energy (in MeV). 

The strength function S(i~y) is the statistical sum of Sp. for p.=O 

and 1 

S(E )=S (E )+.l[S
0

(E )-S (E )]. 
y I y 3 y I y (5) 

Having in mind these characteristics we have investigated the 

properties of the· 1+ states in the following three. energy regions: 

(i) Spectroscopic 1+ states in the region of energy ~" 2..;4MeV, 

(ii) 1 + states in the region of the neutron binding energy 
-· 

(region of the resonance capture of slow neutrons) (iJ "' 5-8 MeV. 

(iii) 1 ;- states in the region of the gi.::mt magnetic dipole re-. 

sonance ( (iJ > 9 MeV.). 

3. Discussion of the Results 

The Nilsson scheme/6 / of single-particle levels, i~proved ·for 

getting the best description of the spectra of the single-particle and 

collective excitations in rare-earth l(uclei was used, F'ourty neutron 

and fourty proton levels were taken into acco~nt. All the single

particle levels involved lie below the neutron binding energy, 

From calculc;'ltions of magnetic .moments the strength parameters 

K and q :were determined to lie within the range 0.04hw
0

::; K ~O.Oshw0 
and 0 ~ q ~ - 1/4 ~ ' 

Due to· the repulsive· character of the spin-spin interaction . 
the collective mode of excitation associated with this interaction is 

expected to appear in a high-energy region; consequently, the r.h,s, 
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of the sum rule (2) must .exceed the l,h,s; The behaviour of ,the 

• function ·'· 

n 

)(n = 8377 ~twl Bi(Ml) (6) 

shows the location of the collective mode and the energy region 

of the saturation· of the r,h,s. of the sum rule, 
~ ...... .. . . 

The strength funcl,ions S( Ey) were calculated for two-quasi-

particle excitatioru:P' ( "K = 0) and for collective '1 + states, The ave

raging ~s .carried out over the energy interval of !-. E = 1,25 MeV, 

as in -~ef./4/, 
Now we shall discuss the results obtained for each energy 

region of 1 + excitations. 

(i) The. speCtroscopic 1 + states may be observed by means 

of ordinary sped'roscopic methods. In tables 1,2 the calculations 
' . · • -to 160 17(; · 

for the low-lying 1 states in the nuclei of Dy and Hf are 

presented, The weak collectivization and small values of B(MI) are 

characteristic of these states, The particle-hole 1 + states ( K= l) 

with iHM l, 0 _,I) "' I B( M I ) Xf which are formed by quasi-
"·P· 

particles in the levels belonging to one spherical subshell may 

sometimes appear among them. 

The number of the low-lying states with K = 0 is rather small. 

The sp~ctroscopic 1+ excitations give a small contribution to the 

sum rule (see fig.1), The spin-spin interaction decreases the mag

nitude of the strength function S 0 in this energy region (see fig,2). 

The strength function S 
1 

and the reduced width k have relati-
Mt I 

vely small maxima at E y "' 4 MeV (fig.2,3) •. 

All characteristics of the. spectrbscopic 1+ states depend 

weakly on the strength of the spin-spin interaction. 

(ii) The :t+ states show more .varied properties in the energy 

region of the resonance neutron· capture (5-8 Mev). The states with 

XI 9o <~L )2
• 

IB (Ml)s.p.= T~ 2Mc 

I ( 

~ = 0 in this region are also weakly collectivized .c. 

contribution to the sum rule, The, strength function. S, 

not very l~rge (fig,1, 2). But a number of collective 

K = l and relatively. large values ·of B ( M l , 0 -> l 

appea~. In that case-the main contribution to B(Ml >.c 

single-particle transitions between the levels of one 

shell and sometimes between the J.evels of spir1-.orbitc 

strength function S / Ey) and the aver~ge reduced 

this energy. region have second maxima, although t . . 
smaller than those for two-quasi-particle excitatiom: 

to find such states in ( n, y) re;_actions, W strong M 

. the ground state are observed, The predicted values 

the same order of magnitude as those measured ex 

M1 transitions in 
168 

Er /?f. But sin.ce these transiti 

from resonance states with spins 3+ and 4+. /8/ a diJ 

of theory with experiment seems to us to be difficul 

with this the most interesting are the investigations ol 

on nuClei, in which the resonances with spin~ 1 + or 
• I 

As one can see from fig,1 the contribution tq 

1 + states in the energy region of 5-8 MeV, althoug 

dent on K but for' the physically interesting values 

does not exceed 20o/o of the total sum. Therefore , 
~ 

mode associated with the spin-spin interaction (magne 

nance) is shifted. to higher energy •. 

(iii) The theory predicts . the rriost strongly colle 

tes 'to appear at energies of the order of 10 Mev 

13 MeV ( K = l ) . • The structure of some of such : 

was · .given in ref/31. These excitations are mainly · 

single-particle transitions between levels belonging 

partners and situated in the region of discrete spec 

such collective excitations although lying in the er 

the _continuous spectrum, by their nature are relev 

spechoum and are considered as quasi-stationary 
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are formed by quasi

. spherical subshell may 

h K"' 0 is rather small. 

nall contribution to the 

)n decreases the mag- · 

1ergy region (~ee fig.2). 

width k have relati-
MI 

. ;; 
•pic 1+ states depend 

ttei-action. 

roperties in the energy 

3 Mev). The states with 

K = 0 in this region are also weakly collectivized .and give a small 

contribution to the sum rule •. The. strength function S0 (E Y) is also 

not very large (fig.1;2). But a number of collective 1+ states with 

K = I and relatively. large values of B ( M 1 , 0 ... I ) "' 1 B does 
"•P• • 

appear. In that case the main contribution .to B (l\11) conies. from the 

single-particle transitions between the levels of one spherical sub

shell and sometimes between the J.evels of spin-.orbital partners. The 

strength function S /Ey) and the averc:ge reduced 'I!Vidth k M 
1 

in 

thi~ energy· region have second maxima, although their values are. 

smaller than those for two-quasi-particle excitations. It is possible 

to find such states in ( n, y) r~actions, if strong M1-tra_nsitions to 

. the ground state are observed. The predicted values of kM
1 

are of 

the same order of magnitude as those measured experimentally for 

M1 transitions in 
168

Er /7 /. But sin.ce these transitions are coming 

from resonance states with spins 3+ and 4+. /8/ a .direct comparison 

of theory with experiment seems to us to be difficult. In connection 

with this the most interesting are the investigations of tn, Y ) reactions 

on nuClei, in which the resonances with spins'' 1+ or a+ are formed. 
' I 

As one can see from fig.1 the contribution to the sum rule of· 
~ ~· 

1 states in the energy region of 5-8 MeV, although being depE:m-

dent on K but for the physically interesting values of K > 0.031i w 
0 

does not exceed 20o/o of the total sum. Therefore , the collective. 
~ . .. ,. 

mode associated with the spin-spin interaction (magnetic _d~pole ~e~o-
nance) is shifted to higher energy. , 

(iii) The theory predicts the most strongly collectivized 1 + sta

tes 'to appear at energies of the order of 10 MeV ( K=O ). and 

13 MeV ( K = I ) . • 'l'he structure of some of such states in 
170 

Yb 

was .given in rer/31. These excitations are mainly ·connected with 

single-particle transitions between levels belonging 'to· spin-orBital 

partners and situated in the region of discrete spectrum.· Therefore, 

such coll.ective excitations although lying in the en,ergy regi,on of 

the continuous spectrum, by their nature are relevant to discrete 

spectrum and are considered as quasi-stationary states~ 'l'he 1 -r 
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state~ in the. energy region in question give· the' main contribution to 

the sum rule. With further increase. of the energ~; the function Xn 

· remains practically _constant (see fig.1). Therefore,· one fan ~lassify_; 

·these states ·as belonging to the giant magnetic dipe>le res<;>nance. 

The number of the states forming the resonance' usually is n'pt very; 

large<(3-4) and they are concentrated in the energy interval: of the; 

order· of 1 MeV. The main maXima of t}'1e strength functions S0 and 

S 1 as well as of the average reduced width kMl are also to be 

foun.d in the energy region under consideratidn. In· fig. 2,3, their be
t 

haviour as a function of K is shown. In fig.3 the densitY of 1-r 
•. I 

states as a function of the energy is also shown. One can see. 

that the total density of these excitations remains almost constant 

in the energy region 5-13 MeV. 

The calculated S JL , k M 1 and xn for the other rare-earth 

nuclei show the same features as those discussErl for 
168 i 

Er 

Recapitulating the results obtained it is possible to s~y that 

the spin-spin interaction in even-even nuclei considerably decreases 

the strength functions and average reduced width for M1 transitions 

for low-lying 1+ state~ and concentrates the st~ength of M1 :transi

tion in the energy region of 10-13 M~V. Therefore, the possibility 

of obs~rving a giant M1 resonance in the ·capture of slow neutronst4t 

seems doubtful to us. It is possible to use eith~r ,tho processes of 

the . scattering. of fast neutrons or large.!a.ngle .. electron scattering 

for that purpose. 

In conclusion, the authors express their gratitude to the. mem

l::?ers of Nuclear Theory Department for useful discussion of this 

work. 
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Fig,3, The kM 1 and. the average 1+ state density ·for 
168

Er • The. 
significance of the labels 2QP and TDA is the same as in 
Fig.2, The solid curve corresponds to the total 1+ state den
sity ( K=O and K=l ). 
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